ABSTRACT
In some cases, is used as Coupling from non-metallic pipes, But their use is limited because of the loss of the sustainability section of pipe and so when loaded Torsion Moment IS not significant ,To increase the transferred Moment and sustainability section we suggest coupling described Which has been added to them Metal rings .
To make sure of the efficiency of coupling was carried out several experiments in the laboratory on the torsion machine for Coupling without rings andpipe Coupling with an internal rings.
Findings indicated that the addition of the rings led to the:
the stability of the sustainability section, increase the torsional stiffness to almost 2 times, which will enable us to transfer large Torsion Moment using these coupling .
In order the lack of loss of sustainability section of the piece must enter a rings in the cavity of the pipe with some overlap To keep form of these pieces, and the springs are placed in the cavity of the pipe with some clearance , in order not to allow for the extra load on the spring as a result of elastic deformation of the pipe When you compensated error in position axes shafts.
The pipe coupling Simple in manufacturing and maintenance and has a great capacity of compensation Through Owning a elastic cylindrical piece and flexible node property Compliance with for high flexibility , Have been determined method Compilation of and installation of the flexible node and coupling on the shafts. 
